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ANALYSIS OF WIDEBAND PHASE-SHIFT NETWORKS 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the time Volta discovered that electric current would flow 
in a closed loop of wire when connected to an elementary cell, man has 
utilized electric circuits to perform specified tasks. Exclusive of 
any transient effects, circuits energized with direct current cause 
only diminution of strength, or attenuation, of a transmitted voltage. 
Circuits energiaed with alternating current, on the other hand, not 
only are subject to attenuation, but, in addition, may cause the phase 
relationship between current and voltage at the source to be different 
from that at the load. When the frequency of the applied alternating 
current is constant, the phase relationships remain constant, because 
the circuit offers unvarying impedance to the flow of current. How-
ever, the transmission of speech or intelligence involves the use of 
many frequencies. The reactive component of impedance varies with 
frequency and thus will cause unlike phase shifts at different 
frequencies. 
In the more general types of four-terminal networks, attenua-
tion and phase shift become functions of frequency. Changing attenua-
tion usually occurs when the phase angle is substantially constant; a 
low, changing value of attenuation occurs when the phase angle is vary-
ing. Under this condition, the attenuation is zero in the case of pure-
ly reactive networks. The phase shift and attenuation are inherent-
ly linked together in this type of network. In certain applica-
tions, it is desired to control the attenuation and phase shift 
2 
angle independently of each other. It is readily seen that special net-
works must be devised to achieve this* 
Two, equal output voltages differing in phase by 90° over a wide 
frequency range are required in some single-sideband transmission 
systems and in the production of circular cathode ray oscilloscope 
traces over wide frequency ranges. Each of the output voltages must 
then satisfy the requirements of constancy in magnitude over the 
frequency range and yet retain a constant phase difference of 90°, in 
absolute value, with respect to the other* 
In particular, a single-sideband transmitter described in a 
recent publication employs networks in which the calculated difference 
in phase is held constant at 90±.2° and the calculated output held 
constant to a relative value of 1±*285 over that portion of the audible 
1 
frequency range from 300 to 3000 cycles per second. The variation 
from an exact 90° phase shift and constant output is compensated for 
2 
in other portions of the single-sideband generating system, Lenehan 
has described a somewhat similar system of producing the desired 
phase difference and output over approximately the same frequency 
range. Three variations of still another method of obtaining the 
3 
desired phase and amplitude characteristics are described by Dome , 
"honnell, M, A., "Single-Sideband Generator", Electronics, 
November, 1945, pp. 166-168* 
2 
Lenehan, B. E., "A New Single-Sideband Carrier System", 
Electrical Engineering. June, 1947 5 PP» 54-9-552. 
3 
Dome, R. B,, "Wideband Phase-Shift Networks", Electronics, 
December, 1946, pp, 112-115* 
3 
With the latter method, a 90±4° phase difference is obtained over the 
frequency band from 130 to 3000 cycles per second. While the phase 
characteristic is not quite as desirable as that obtained in some of 
the other systems, Dome points out that a more critical choice of 
circuit parameters will reduce the variation from a true 90° phase 
shift. Moreover, this latter method has one distinct advantage, the 
output remains constant over the desired frequency range. 
It is the purpose of this thesis to analyze the three types of 
networks described by Dome, to extend the range of two and to con-
struct an experimental model based on the results of the extension. 
4 
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF NETWORKS AND PHASE SHIFT SYSTEMS 
A general form of the networks chosen by Dome is shown in 
Figure 1. Since it possesses the structure of a lattice network (see 
Figure 2), but has only half the number of impedance arms, it is 
designated a "semi-lattice" network. Zero-impedance voltage sources, 
equal in magnitude to each other, but of opposite polarity, make up 
the remaining arms of the lattice. The lattice type has phase and 
amplitude characteristics, such that one may be specified independent-
ly of the other, which fact makes the lattice ideally suited for the 
4 purpose. 
In order to utilize a full lattice, it would be necessary to 
employ an ideal transformer as an impedance matching device between 
the generator and load. Such an arrangement is shown in Figure 3. 
The half-lattice structure avoids the use of transformers and yet re-
tains the desired phase and amplitude characteristics, A general solu-
tion for the output voltage of the half-lattice structure, in terms of 
the circuit impedances and the input voltages, is contained in 
Appendix I. 
Terman, F. E., Radio Engineers' Handbook (New York, McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc., 1943) p* 238. 
O: 
3 -V l3 =V23 





Mesh form of lattice 
Zr = JZAZB, Z I is Image Impedance. 
0 r2tan~'JZA/ZB , 0 is Image Transfer Constant 
LATTICE STRUCTURE 
Bridgeform of lattice 
FIG. 2 
Ideal Transforme 
RS/RL= (N1/N2)-(Turns ratio) 
ZAZB = RL . ZA and ZB are inverse complex impedances such their 
product is equdl to a real Quantity, Ri! ,at all freouencies. 
IMAGE MATCH BETWEEN SOURCE AND LOAD BY MEANS 




ANALYSIS OF NETWORKS 
ANALYSIS OF ONE POLE L-C NETWORK 
The first network to be considered contains purely reactive 
elements in combination with a single resistance as the output load. 
A schematic diagram of this network is shown in Figure 4- The actual 
use of such a network is limited to the use of high-Q reactive 
elements. However, the networks of pure inductances and capacitances 
serve one extremely useful purpose. They may be used as guides to a 
more practical solution. It is chiefly with this end in mind that 
the network of Figure 4 is analyzed. 
Two networks, each identical to that shown in Figure 4, ex-
cept for the values of the circuit elements in the phase-shift section, 
comprise two channels, A and B. References to similar quantities in 
each network are identified by the subscript A or B following the 
quantity in question. When energized with a common voltage source of 
variable frequency, channels A and B each cause a different phase 
shift between the common input voltage and the voltages ^^Lk an(^ ̂ 3ZB* 
By so adjusting the constants of the phase-shift sections, Vo/j^ and 
Vo/g retain a phase difference of approximately 90° over a wide frequen-
cy range and remain equal in absolute value. 
In discussing one channel, it may be seen that with equal pLate 
and cathode resistors, V-,~ is equal and opposite in polarity to V^o, 
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it is assumed that the impedance of the power supply is practically 
zero for alternating currents and that the impedance of the cathode 
and plate resistors is negligible compared to R^. 
It will be demonstrated that over a predetermined range of 
frequencies, the phase angle of Vo# varies almost directly with the 
common logarithm of frequency, log^Qf. In all following developments, 
log^of may be designated by F, and f by The relationships in-
dicated may be used interchangeably. The equation which governs the 
relationship between F and the phase angle, ©, of V3/ with respect 
to V13 is the equation of the tangent of © versus F. Over a central 
range of frequencies, the following equations determine, approximate-
ly, the phase angles in terras of log^of or F; 
- 9 A = m loglof + K A (la) 
_ e B = m 109,0-f
 + KB (lb) 
where m is a slope in degrees per unit of F and K^, Kg are intercepts 
on the F = 0 axis. The minus sign associated with the phase angles in-
dicates that the angles increase negatively as the frequency is in-
creased, It should be pointed out that while certain curves of log^f 
versus © are plotted with © increasing in an upward direction, the in-
crease in value of © is in reality a negative increase in the value of 
©. Unless otherwise specified, © is henceforth to be considered a 
negative quantity. 
An entire curve of log^Qf versus © is symmetrical about some 
value F =Fn= log^Qfn. This fact will be demonstrated later, but for 
9 
the present, the general equation 
O- G(fh H(F) (2) 
where G and H represent functional relationships will suffice • The 
region of a curve where 
9=mF + K (3) 
is also symmetrical about Fn# One of the desired results, a phase dif-
ference of approximately 90° between the two output voltages, is ob-
tained if Fj^ and F ^ are chosen such that any F in the common range 
of the "linear" portions of the phase curves for networks A and B de-
termines 
e A - e 8 = 90° (4) 
when F is substituted in equations 
9A= mF + KA M 
e B =mF + KB. (3$ 
Appendix I i l lustrates that 
Za 
In the network of Figure 4-» 
10 
~z -
(I * P1L IC.) 
f | 4- p* Lz C^ 
£-z - p C 2 
^ V ~ ^ 3 
(8) 
IS) 
where p = jw» j2Tff. For further simplicity, if L]_C;L* a, L ^ " b a n d 
^1^2* ̂ ? equation (6) becomes 
v - v CVOJH- P(d-b-<Q-iJ ((0) 
V34 " V,? [p^b + p3bL./R34P^+b+aj+pL/R+,j « / 
which then reduces to 
V34 " " [ t M -^(d+b+ay.J-jfi^L^-w^^ 
The phase angle associated with Vo, is the phase angle of the coef-
ficient of V13 in equation (ll). 
Since V ^ is the reference voltage, it contributes nothing to 
the total phase angle. Further, with suitable restrictions, the 
magnitude of the above expression is equal to unity. The modulus or 
magnitude of a complex number is equal to the square root of the sum 
5 
of the squares of the real and imaginary parts. Hence, the re-
5 
Sokolnikoff, I. S. and E. S. Sokolnikoff, Higher Mathematics 
for Engineers and Physicists (New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 
19a) p. 442. 
11 
strictions which must be imposed are 
l - C-6*»t> - a - d - M - 0 ftg) 
or, after squaring each side, transposing and arranging terras in de-
scending powers of&J 
t f (<rtf-«*fl4 6)*(-4abi-4jfb + bxLiVR/) 4 ,|3N 
(j\4oh*U*4ad -Ztfm) + «a(-44 +LV^)*0 . W 
In order for the magnitude to be independent of frequency, 
each coefficient of the powers offr) must be equal to zero. Considera-
tion of the coefficient offc>2 yields 
<M*U/iS ; U/^»4R?. (») 
By substituting for d its value, L1C2, equation (14.) becomes 
L,fCz - 4R$. ((5) 
Evaluation of the coefficient of the6)^ term gives 
4* b + 4 bd + 4od = 2 b L,VR| (,6) 
and when values for a, b and d are substituted, 
&l,U r 4Rj. (17) 
The coefficient of thef term when equated to zero is 
or 
By combining equations (15) and (17) 
k i 2U,L 2 





4ab*+4«*k = b*L,YR^ (18) 
V» U C * — p — . - 4 R 3 (|9) 
(20) 
CiLx+CaU-^CCi - 2 U < ^ (21) 
L iC , = L2C3, - I z C , , (22; 
After dividing each side by 0^2, equation (22) becomes 
L./Ct = U/c, -U/cj. ( i 3 ) 
U/c^Lz/c/i-^/c). H 
13 
By choosing C-̂  and C2 s%eh tha t C-1/C2 i s small, 
U/ft> W c , J L»C,S L%CX. (Z5) 
With further reference to equation (ll), if 0 is the angle 
associated with the coefficient of V]_Q, -0 will then be the angle of 
the reciprocal of the coefficient. It follows that 
^ G-^WLi/fo +6uL./R3] 




[OJ^ab - co^(a.-»-b+cL)+. |] 
(27) 
At a value of iOsU»Qf the impedance of Zj becomes infinite. 
^0/2TT is the anti-resonant frequency of the parallel L-C combination 
which constitutes Z^. This anti-resonant frequency may be evaluated 
in terms of L^C^ as follows; 
WeTT=fo= Vimfz&., M 
Further, the resonant frequency of a series L-C combination is also 
equal to 1/2TT divided by the square root of the product of the capaci-
tance (in farads) and the inductance (in henries). At the resonant 
frequency, the impedance of the L-C combination is zero. The fact 
14 
that LiGi^ 1-2̂ 2 n18-^5 i* possible to allow 
f a 'AirgSL. w 
By letting L^/l^S s2, it is seen that for s sufficiently large, the 
difference between L^Ci and L2C2 is negligible. For an s of 5, the 
difference between L^C£' and:1^2 *
s ?OVT percent of L^Cj; for an s of 
10, the difference is one percent of lqpi» 
The following evaluation of the constants a, b, d and s may now 
be madet 
a= UO,-J/UJ8 
b - uc*= '/OJI m 
a = L1c2=
c*/c(
# L ,C ,= syuk 
(30) 
From equation (15), 
L,/Cz= 4 R » . (15) 
Then 
6- Hrr' U/R3(^
3/^ lAj j m 
After substituting the value for R^ and clearing the&> terms from the 
denominator of the fraction 
15 
e - tan-. ZttHOW-lf-') ( s 
or 
(6)*- z w*w#* + a)/) -5
,wxw?-. (33) 
By employing the relations co = 21ff, u>0= 21ffQ and dividing both 
numerator and denominator of equation (33) by 21t, the expression for 
© becomes 
e- tan- *s(ff.-ff.») ^ 
It was pointed out previously that the substitution off- 10* 
results in a tangent plot of F versus 0, symmetrical about some par-
ticular value, Fn# Using the above relation for f in equation (34.), 
ft,w, 2sp0
3F*F»-lOF*3F') fcrf 
(lo^-^o^^io^-j-s1!*'"* L ; 
At F = FQ, 9 *130°, at F'»~*, 9 = 0° and at F=+*>, 9 = 360°. Reference 
to the tabulated values in Appendix II discloses that for a value of 
F o ~ 2> equal departures in plus and minus directions from this value 
result in equal angles either being added to or subtracted from 130°. 
It is evident from equation {35) that a change in the value of FQ 
16 
merely shifts the entire curve such that it becomes centered on a new 
F0. Thus, the value Fn referred to above is, in reality, F0. The 
fact that the curve may be shifted provides a convenient means of plot-
ting curves with equal values of s but with different values of F0. A 
plot of f (on a common logarithm basis) versus 0 is shown in Figure 7 
for various values of s, 
By properly selecting f0^, fQg and a common value for s, the 
phase difference between the curves of networks A and B equals, approxi-
mately, the desired 90° over a range of frequencies* Since practically 
a straight line relationship betv/een phase and frequency exists for each 
network over the region under consideration, a knowledge of the average 
slope of the curves is useful in determining fQ^ and fQg The region 
over which the 90° phase shift is obtained is symmetrical about a value 
of FJJ midway between F- and F Q B, This value of F is the arithmetic 
mean between F0£ and F0g and, in accordance with the definition of f 
in terms of F, is the geometric mean between fQ^ and f0g. 
The average slope at FQ^ and FoB is an indication of the trend 
of the curves throughout the "straight" portion thereof. The most ideal 
condition would be for the actual curves to coincide with an average 
slope line* 
Since the curves of G versus log-^f (or F) can never coincide 
6 
exactly with any straight line, Dome chose f0^ and f0g such that the 
phase difference between the curves of networks A and B would be exactly 
90° at, at least, fM, Straight lines which passed through (f0^, 130°), 
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18 
(fM, 225°) and foB, 180°), (fM, 135°) would then maintain a vertical 
difference of 90° and could be considered as average slope lines for 
the curves of networks A and B. Any departures from the average slope 
lines would represent errors between the desired and actual conditions 
for each curve, which might or might not be compensated for by de-
partures of the other curve. The difference in departures in degrees 
at each value of f would, therefore, be an indication of the amount 
the phase difference varied from 90°. 
Equation (35) expresses the general relationship between 8 and 
F. Under the conditions stated above, at Fjj, 9g must equal -135°« 
The general FQ in equation (35 I is equal to FQg for 9=9g. By letting 
gj) represent the spacing in units of F between F^ and F0g, 
F M = F * P " # I > . (&) 
Then, at P= FM, &%= -135° and tan 65 = 1, whereby 
^sflQSSe-V** - )Q*>B-9p-t-3^g) 
' = h0,,FoB-l,9E.2.|0afi,»'^>+2ft'»+|0''
R,e)-^lcf'6»"2?i'"^». ^ 
After factoring out from the numerator and denominator of the right 
> 
hand fraction and transposing terms, the following equation represents 
the relationship between g^ and s, which must be satisfied: 
|0-V-2..|0~
2?p+i -s^lo"^zs-id>-2s-io">=o# (38) 
3y multiplying equation (38) by 10 ̂  and setting s equal to 4, the value 
19 
chosen by Dome, there results the relationship: 
|-|8-I0 1 9 D+IO , <1°+8-|0 3*»..8-IO ,*» = O . (39) 
A value of gp equal to .323 satisfies the above equation. The slope, 
in units of F, of the average slope line using a value of gD equal to 
.323 is 137.1° per unit of F. 
Figure 3 shows a curve of the calculated error from a 90° 
difference for networks A and B, employing a value of s equal to 4-
and a spacing between F0^ and FoB equal to 2 x 0,323. The curve is 
obtained by adding the angular difference between calculated values of 
©^ and the corresponding average slope line to the similar difference, 
reversed in sign, of network B. The maximum departure from the 90° 
value is slightly over 5°s which agrees substantially with Dome's 
calculation of 90±4° accuracy. 
The question naturally arises as to whether or not Dome's 
method for setting fQ^ and f0g is the one which yields the best re-
sults. Further, the results of a second method should indicate, by 
the error obtained, the criticalness of setting fQ^ and ̂ 0g. 
It follows that another logical method by which to choose f . 
and fQg and their corresponding F's is to assume that the phase curves 
of networks A and B continue colinearly with the slope lines at fQ^ 
and foB, and then to select a difference, FoB-F0£, such that the 
vertical difference between the straight slope lines is 90°. The 
slope lines in this, the "Slope" method, bear a correspondence to 
the average slope lines discussed in connection with Dome's method. 
+ 
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Any departure of the phase curves of networks A and B from their average 
slope lines is, as before, a factor in determining the deviation from a 
true 90° difference between the phase curves, because of the symmetrical 
position of FM with respect to FoA and FoB, once FJJ is selected. 
The magnitude of the distance along the log^f (or F) axis from 
FJJ to either F0^ or F 0B is given by 
M57m - F M - F O A (HOA) 
^5°/yv>* F O * - F M (40b) 
where m (expressed in degrees per unit of F) is the slope of the phase 
curves at either F0^ or F0g, 
The slope of the phase curves in terras of log^Qf (or F) is de-
termined by differentiating 
* gs ( f 3 f c - f f o 3 ) , d n 
©(INMwwjf«m /rq -. r i l i 1 r4 I — - — ^ T v T ^ ^ , } (f-lWl + V) - SMM^ 
with respect to f and then changing variables from radians to degrees 
and from frequency to the common logarithm of frequency. 
Using the form 
dix l + v ^ u ^ 07 
de/df is 
22 
ZsU% -Ml) 1 ae i ^f ŝtfV0 - T O 
^ % ^ % : ^ f Aww-s™ -
(43) 
which reduces to 
4? " f8+{N^sM>W(sWsl*)4.f•£(2sMj+ J? ^ ; 
measured in radians per cycle per second. Since 
au^TT JF~ <5?*3F 
and 
60 
@CPES*FES) * *7fp • ©Q»M*N$) 
and 





| ^ » 
^^^tfff^^+ib^^^^K^ 
(47) 
Hudson, R. G., The Engineer's Manual (New York, John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., 1939) p. 32. 
23 
measured in degrees per unit of F. 
At F = FQ 
m » « | a . - ^ 0 « , 6 ' o ) . (47a) 
For a value of s equal to 4* the slope m of the phase curves at fQ^ 
and fQg (or the corresponding F's) is equal to 132° per unit of F. 
Substitution of the above value of m in equations (40a) and (40b) 
yields 
FOA - FM - *fck j F"o A = FM -. 34-1 (W*) 
Foe =F M +
4ir/i** \ Foe = FM +.3t i . Q&b) 
In accordance with the previous convention of associating gp with the 
difference between F^ and either FQ* or F.g in Dome's method, the above 
value of .341 is designated gg to indicate that it is the correspond-
ing spacing in units of F determined by the Slope method* 
A plot of calculated deviation from a 90° difference for s equal 
to 4 and ^ equal to ,341 is shown in Figure 8, The method of obtain-
ing this curve is identical to that used in obtaining the error curve 
of Dome's method. The maximum deviation from a 90° phase difference 
is approximately±3°. 
Comparison of the difference from a value of 90° obtained by 
Dome's method with that obtained by the Slope method indicates that 
Dome's method is the better. The difference in maximum error demonstrates 
that the choice of a value of g is critical. The overall curves are 
similar except for a general downward shift of the Slope method curve. 
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An inspection of the two curves suggests that the value of g chosen by-
Dome is not necessarily the optimum which can be obtained. 
DETERMINATION OF PHASE-SHIFT CONSTANTS FOR A TYPICAL ONE POLE L-C 
SYSTEM 
To derive the circuit parameters of two single pole L-C networks, 
each of which will have phase characteristics identical to those shown 
in Figure 7 for 3 = 4? the following procedure applies, using Dome's 
method: 
(1) Select a value for f^ and determine %-logio^n" 
(2) Add .328 to FM to obtain FQB$ subtract .328 from FM to 
obtain F0^. 
Determine foA and fQg from relationship 10
F=f. 
For Channel A: 
(4) Select a suitable value of CT*. 
(5) C ^ then equals s2C1A
 o r -^lA* 
(6) Determine L-^ and L ^ such that L^- l/(2Tr'f . J ^ j 
l a f l/(21YfoA)2C2A. 
(7) Determine R ^ such that RQ^S i L-IA/COA • 
For Channel Bs 
(8) Select a suitable value of C^. 
o 
(9) C23 then equals s C-jjg or 16C-J_Q. 
(10) Determine Ir^ and L ^ such that L-̂ g- l/(2TTfoB)
2C1B; 
L2B=l/(2TrfoB)2c2B. 
(11) Determine R,B such that R~B= £ I^/C^B • 
The order of determining the circuit constants is immaterial. In certain 
Instances, It might be more feasible to select the inductances first and 
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then determine the capacitances, 
The above derivation of circuit parameters is based on the as-
sumption that the reactive elements of the circuit are perfect in-
ductances and capacitances. However, it is not possible to obtain in-
ductances and capacitances which do not have equivalent resistive 
components in some degree. The difference between ideal and actual 
conditions is, therefore, governed by the factor of merit, or Q, of 
the reactive elements. Magnetic coupling between inductances also is 
a contributing factor to the departure of the networks from ideal 
conditions. 
Solutions of networks containing pure reactances are obtained 
more easily, in general, than solutions of networks having mixed re-
sistances and reactances. Equation (34) is a solution of the one pole 
L-C network for 0 in terms of f and s. The significant fact about 
this equation is that © is completely defined by an expression involv-
ing only frequencies and a constant, s. If the same expression for 6 
in terms of f and a constant, s, is obtained for a network configura-
tion, that network in itself has the same phase characteristics as 
the L-C network. 
It will be shown later that various R-C combinations, which are 
more practical than L-C combinations, are defined for © in terms of f 
and s in accordance with equation (34). The pattern of solution for 
more complex R-C networks is determined from the solution of L-C net-
works containing more parameters than the one previously discussed. 
In the latter solutions, more sophisticated methods of circuit analysis 
are employed. The basis for these methods will be discussed at this 
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point, 
METHODS OF NETWORK REPRESENTATION AND REDUCTION 
According to Foster , the impedance of a network containing 
only reactive elements is represented by the general formula 
z - iyM^r—(?-?H « 
r (p-p?Xp l-p|) (p-pw-i) 
2 
where p = jc*i= j2TTf, the p 's are negative real quantities equal to 
-fcc and k is a constant. By imposing the condition that 
-p£^-pm-,^ >-&-p*»o (so) 
the zeros and poles are made to alternate along the frequency axis* 
The Pjn's are those values of p at which the impedance 2 may become in-
finite or zero. As p approaches a p in the numerator, the impedance 
approaches zero. The impedance is said to have a zero at the value of 
frequency corresponding to the particular p . Similarly, as p ap-
proaches a p in the denominator, the impedance expression becomes in-
finite. A pole of the impedance, therefore, exists a p equal to p , 
Specifically, four general types of reactive networks may be 
represented by formula (49). These are the L-L type which has the 
characteristics of an inductance at both zero and an infinite frequen-
cy, the L-C type which has the characteristics of an inductance at zero 
Foster, R. M., "A Reactance Theorem", Bell System Technical 
Journal, April, 1924, pp. 259-267. 
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frequency and of a capacitance at an infinite frequency, the C-L type 
which has the characteristics of a capacitance at zero frequency and 
an inductance at an infinite frequency and the C-C type which behaves 
like a capacitance at both zero and an infinite frequency. Depending 
upon the number of elements in any given type of network, the impedance 
while remaining reactive in character, may assume zero and infinite 
values many times as the frequency is varied from zero to infinity. 
The general formulae for the four cases are given below. 
L-L -Z - p L y-r f l f r -r f ; > ^ H fa) 
C-L z= u (PX- rt(r*n (?'P~) /^ 
-pcr-p^cp^; (r-?*-<) L) 
c-c -r- i y - t fXp-p?)— (r
x-?ti M 
pc oi~p^(p--p5j - - - (p i-r*). 
The impedance of the constant term is the impedance of the circuit at 
an infinite frequency. The simple parallel and series L-C circuits, 
which constitute the impedance arms of the phase-shift network 
previously discussed, are special cases of formulae (52) and (53), 
respectively. Figure 9 shows the characteristics of the various types 
of networks, together with the network configurations to produce the 
characteristics. 
In later applications, it will be desirable to determine the 
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L or C at an infinite frequency and knowing the location of the zeros 
and poles. Bode has developed methods of network reduction by which 
an impedance Z, expressed as a function of p, is represented in terras 
of R, L orC, The derived network may not necessarily be the exact 
configuration of the unknown Z, but its frequency-impedance 
characteristics will exactly duplicate those of the unknown Z. In 
Bode's method, the impedance or admittance (the reciprocal of im-
pedance) of a network arm is evaluated, and that impedance (or ad-
mittance) is then subtracted from the original impedance (or ad-
mittance) to obtain a new impedance (or admittance) on which the 
process is repeated until all element values have been obtained, 
The formulae (51) through (54) are particularly adaptable to network 
reduction, since the network configuration is known and since no re-
sistive terms are present. Knowing the equivalent value and type of 
the circuit element which predominates at an infinite frequency and 
knowing the location of poles and zeros (as specified by the ̂  *s), 
it is a simple matter to apply Bode!s methods and evaluate the circuit 
2 
parameters. The expression for Z may contain, in addition to the p^s, 
2 
a single p which represents a single pole or zero. The P-'s represent 
double poles or zeros. 
The type of circuit branches which may be extracted from pure 
reactive networks separately are parallel L-C combinations, a single 
C, series L-C combinations and a single L, Inspection of the networks 
Q 
Bode, H. W., Network Analysis and Feedback Amplifier Design 
(Hew York, D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1946) pp. 170-195. 
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of Figure 9 bears this out for specific cases. Bode has demonstrated 
2 
that as p approaches either of the double poles, represented by p., the 
expression for Z approaches 
z= 
£AoP_ 
( p > - Pj[) & > 
which may be compared to the impedance of a pa ra l l e l L-C combination, 
£/C 
1-C(W*AUBJ £ p i + l / L c J , 
<£) 
By imposing the conditions 
/ c = 2A • i - _ 2 A 0 
J Pc 
(£7) 
and evaluating A by the relation 
A»B Im Cp'-_pt) 
?x 
~L (S8) 
the value of the constants of the parallel L-C combination may be de-
termined. The impedance of the parallel L-G combination may then be 
subtracted from the total impedance and the process repeated for the 
new impedance to remove the next parallel L-C combination, if one exists. 
10. Bode, E. W., loc. cit. 
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In addition to double poles, the Z of formula (51) contains a 
single pole of impedance at p equal to zero if p is interpreted as 
equal to (p-0), A single capacitance also has a pole of impedance at 
p equal to zero. The corresponding representation for the impedance 
of Z as p approaches zero is 
( P - o) . 
The impedance of a single capacitance is 
1 
*.- ' /PC • E7t=3J . C«!> 
The value of AQ in this case must be l/C * A for an equivalence between 
formulae (59) and (60). A may be evaluated as 
o 
A0= l?» pZ. («) 
p-* ̂  
ThuSj if any single capacitance exists, it may be readily removed. 
The two remaining types of circuit branches to be considered 
are the series L-C combination and the single inductance, L. The con-
cept of admittance reduction may be applied to these branches. Ad-
mittance is defined as the reciprocal of impedance. Thus, a zero of 
impedance becomes a pole of admittance. As p approaches either of the 
2 
double poles of admittance represented by p^, the admittance, 1, ap-
proaches 
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V = 2Aop <W 
The admittance of a series L-C combination is 
V P/L 
iwmm= (p*-+ ixzy ( * ) 
The conditions 








equate the Y of expression (62) to the Y of the series L-C branch. 
Series L-C branches may be extracted and the process repeated on the 
remaining admittance to extract any additional series L-C branches. 
Single poles of admittance at p equal to zero may exist. In 
this case, the admittance approaches 
Y-- Ao (P " °) M 
as p approaches zero. The admittance of a single inductance is 
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Yl- - p\_ = L CP - <=>) . (67? 
By making l/L equal to A0, the correspondence between equations (66) 
and (67) is established. AQ may be determined by 
/\0=\ir* (p-o)X. (68) 
The admittance of the single inductance may then be removed, 
If the value of the circuit constant at an infinite frequency 
and the location of poles and zeros are known, the circuit parameters 
of any of the impedance expressions, formulae (51) through (54-), may 
be determined by the methods outlined above. The previous knowledge 
of the network configuration is helpful but not necessary. 
ANALYSIS OF SINGLE POLE L-C NETWORK BY POLES AMD ZEROS 
As a guide to later extensions of the L-C type of network, the 
single pole L-C network is briefly analyzed by methods discussed in the 
previous section on network reduction, 
In accordance with Foster's reactance representation, the im-
pedance of the parallel L-C combination of Figure 4 is 
where 
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>' S "" / L » C I . (70) 
Cj is obviously the equivalent capacitance of the branch at an infinite 
frequency. 
Likewise, the impedance of the series L-C combination is 
, L; ( P* - TS ) (71) z*= i 1 
where 
pN - ' /uc! . (7z) 
L2 is the equivalent inductance of the branch at an infinite frequency. 
It was previously shown in equation (30) that 
2 
The significance which may be attached to this fact is that s is the 
ratio of the equivalent inductance of Z^ at zero frequencies to the 
equivalent inductance of %i a"̂  a n infinite frequency. 
By substituting the value of L^ from equation (73) in equation 
(71), Z2 becomes 
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The impedance Z3 is the resistance, R3, of Figure A. Accordingly, 
Z , = R3 . 04 
It was previously shown in equation (15) that 
HR^-Wc* =Li/c (76) 
From the fact that L^/l^t* C2/C1, equation (73 
Cj^^S . M 
After substituting the value of C^ from equation (77), transposing terms 
and taking the square root of each side, equations (75) and (76) reduce 
to 










isi- pyP - -+v p,\
 K J 
Substitution of jcj for p and l/w for L-.C-, further reduces expression 
(80) to 
-^Yok -2-CO2- - « * * $ * - oJc2" / , 
WYUJ?- loP-U*2-***^ —J?* u*fao + j i S <0O^ 
The phase angle of expression (81) is obtained by evaluating the negative 
phase angle of the reciprocal of expression (81), which yields 
o -tan-' 2s(u;3CAJ0-^aJo
3) / , 
and i t s counterpart 
<3 = t<X VC[ ^ S ("f * f o f f o 7 ( I ra) 
The expression for G is the same as was obtained by the previous 
analysis of the single pole L-C network. The relationships between the 
circuit constants are also the same as before. 
ANALYSIS OF R-C NETWORK WITH ISOLATING VACUUM TUBE 
It will now be demonstrated that the network shown in Figure 5 
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possesses the same phase characteristics as the network of Figure 4-. 
Two vacuum tubes, however, are required as compared to the single tube 
needed in the network of Figure U and, as will be shown later, in the 
network of Figure 6. It is readily seen that the network in its en-
tirety is composed of two meshes, of the type considered in Appendix 
I, coupled through a vacuum tube circuit. The vacuum tube through 
which the two meshes are coupled serves the dual purpose of isolating 
one mesh from the other and providing a means of obtaining the two, 
equal voltages of opposite polarity, which are used as the voltage 
sources for the second mesh. For this network, it is assumed that 
constant attenuation without appreciable phase shift occurs in the 
coupling vacuum tube circuit. Under these conditions, the input 
voltages to the second mesh are each a set fraction of the output 
voltage of the first mesh and are either in phase or out of phase 
with the first mesh output, depending upon which voltage is con-
sidered, The general mesh equation, which is developed in Appendix 
I, is 




As applied to the first mesh, equation (&0 becomes 
, , ( - f a - R.') c-'-J«"fc) , , 
™ fc-jte + R.' ) " 0 -JwR'c'') 
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wherein R^ is Z^_, l/pC^ is Z2 and Z3 is infinite. The impedance ZQ in 
the first mesh is the input impedance of the coupling vacuum tube, which 
is very high compared to the other circuit impedances and for all 
practical purposes may be considered infinite. 
The voltages V13 and V23 which appear in the second mesh are thus 
equal to 
» , ( H - J W . C , ) 
Kv'3 (+1 - J U J R . ' C ; ) 
(86) 
and 
, , (-i - J u t g / C / ) 
K ^ ( , - j u f R ' C , ' ) #7; 
respectively, K being a fixed constant of the vacuum tube coupling* 
Accordingly, the voltage V3/ which appears at the output terminals of 
the network is equal to 
Uu* 
rKV,ic-i-ja>R.'dr(-i-j^tc) 
- / /. r „., o • r 1 \ , »i.» D ^ (I -jwR.'C;) (j _ jwR.C 
(88) 
where the first bracketed expression is the reference driving voltage, 
R]_ is the Z]_ and l/pC^ is the Z2 of the second mesh# Again, the im-
pedance corresponding to Zo must be theoretically infinite or in a 
practical application, very high. This is accomplished by applying 
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the output of the network to a vacuum tube amplifier stage having a 
high input-to-output impedance ratio. 
By recombining the terms of equation (83) as follows 
1 ( 
\AM 
Q-ui1- &'dt R, c,)+j (u g c,+ UJ e. c) 
T0-w iR , ,c :R,C, ) - j (w5 ,c I+wR lc, ) 
(69) 
it is seen that for all values ofw, the bracketed expression is the 
quotient of a complex number and its conjugate. The magnitude of such 
an expression is equal to unity. The amplitude of the output voltage 
thus remains a constant, fixed fraction of the input voltage of the 
entire network. 
The phase angle is determined by rationalizing equation (89) 
and finding the arctangent of the quotient formed by the imaginary 
component divided by the real component. Thus, 
V3H*H 




Ct?,'ct+/?,C,) £-G?g,Ct&Ct +m) 
(31) 
By l e t t i n g 
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e 
&• = R.'c.'R.c, 9 (92) 
••hoar ikaSElESlLi I i ___ /©a) 
r ^ - i u M N - a ^ ] - ^ r f i £ l £ ^ 3 ? f <^ ; 
L J L Rjc', «,c, J . 
In order for equation (93) to be of the form of equation (33), the fol-
lowing condition must be imposed on the circuit constants: 
*W + *C , a s # (q,; 
\/K/^-i Ki C 
• i 
It is evident that in general R^Ci should not equal RiC^, since the value 
of s would thereby be restricted to 2. However, by letting R^= Rj and 
Ci= a Gi, where a is a constant, s becomes 
aM?,C +«.c, = « ^ ,• } 
JaTWcF* 7JC ^ 
2 
or s becomes 







a » (97) 
To avoid imaginary components in the above expression for a , s must 
be equal to or greater than 2. 
The value of f0 and its attendant FQ is determined from 
f = "far ; f. * «*/»r N 
X I I - - . L . f / v 
T°- rtr R , C , ^ ' ^Tjft'cje.c," W 
and 
r° • l0»» t rfSfgrfp. 0°oJ 
With a predetermined value of s and the required relationship 
between f0 (or F0) and the circuit elements, the expression for © re-
duces to 
A . Un-
1 *s(rfo - £f°3) (,ot) 
and 
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A ta "' 3-svJQ - io ) / \ 
" (\o**-*\(F*2*+io'*) - s*. icF5 5 v01) 
which are the same expressions as were previously developed for the 
circuit of Figure U* 
A parallel procedure to that previously used for the one pole 
L-C network should be followed in determining the values of fQ^, fQg, 
etc., for channels A and B employing networks of the type above de-
scribed, 
Networks of this type are more practical than the L-C networks, 
due to the difficulty of obtaining inductances of sufficiently high Q 
and of preventing interaction between inductances. However, the follow-
ing analysis of Dome's third network will demonstrate that identical 
results are obtained by using one vacuum tube in place of two, 
ANALYSIS OF R-C NETT/ORK VIITH ONE CRITICAL FREQUENCY 
11 
The third type of network proposed by Dome and shown in Figure 
6 appears to be more practical than either of the two previously dis-
cussed. Not only are resistance and capacitance elements used through-
out, but the required phase shift takes place in one phase-shift sec-
tion. An isolating vacuum tube is not required. The appearance- of 
the phase-shift section is somewhat similar to that of the one pole 
L-C network. However, series and parallel R-C combinations make up 
the impedance arms, 
tome, R. B., loc* cit. 
4.3 
The use of the terms poles and zeros is avoided, and in their 
stead the concept of a "critical frequency" is introduced. A series 
R-C combination has no zero of impedance at any frequency and has a 
pole of impedance only at zero frequency. A parallel combination has 
no pole of impedance at any frequency and has a zero of impedance only 
at an infinite frequency. There are frequencies between zero and in-
finity, however, at which the voltage drops across the condenser and 
resistor of a series R-C combination are equal and 90° out of phase, 
Similarly, there are frequencies between zero and infinity at which 
the currents through the condenser and resistor of a parallel R-C 
combination are equal and 90° out of phase. These frequencies are 
termed "critical frequencies". For either the series or parallel case, 
T c ^ T T R C 3 C RC , V ' 
where fc is the critical frequency. 
From Appendix I, 
The values of Z^, Z2 and Z3 for the R-C network with one critical 
frequency are, from calculation and reference to Figure 6, 
^- t 
R (p + !4,c) 
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((0 5-) 
j£o ^ ^ i" -; TT r Cos) 
z - -L 
C3 (P + l/R* C3). 
('07; 
One of the requirements of the output voltage is that its magni-
tude remain a constant fraction of Vio, which has been chosen as a 
reference* Although in the L-C network, the fraction was equal to 
unity, the most general case which can be considered contains a frac-
tional multiplier, of which unity is a special instance. If M is the 




+ ( 1 + Z 1 ) . 
(108) 
After substituting the values of equations (105) through (107) in the 
right hand term of equation (103) and setting p* j«J, M becomes the 
magnitude of 
( I - UM?|C. Rz C^+jto^+RvC-RjC, ) 
(1+ ̂ /RB-Gu^CiRad-O^lViej'R'^^ (|09) 
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If, for simplicity, R ^ s d', R2C:2ff D'» R3C3 - g', R2G1" n and R2A3" K 'i 
equation (109), upon clearing fractions, becomes 
By setting reals equal to reals and imaginaries equal to imaginaries, 
the following two equations are found: 
M + MK"-W*MAV-W
V*AK"<£' <j'r I - W M V O'O 
^ K V +M KV +H4t'+ Mb' + Mh = ̂ '+ b'-H. (I'z-) 
To be independent of frequency, all terms containing <** must equal zero. 
Therefore, in equation (ill), the following relationship must be 
satisfied: 
u^MKW+u^MiV-cu^V. (113; 
Then, also from equation (ill), 
M + K " ^ i . (\\+) 
Equations (113) and (lLi) are satisfied if g'= b . 
By setting the critical frequencies of Z^, Z2 and Z3 equal to 
ym, 
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^j o= R,C,= R t C z =F?,C3 (JI5-) 
which automatically sets g' equal to b . M is 
« " K ^ ("" 
which establishes the proper ratio between the magnitudes of the input 
and output voltages. 
The term "ZiZj^Zy1 of the denominator of equation (108) reduces 
to (Z]_) • (R.2A3)* Equation (104) may be successively simplified as 
follows r 
\/ -\I (2'-z0 - / Ra\Vk(Zi-zQ _ 
^y"iMm; W^h^M-^-Y 
M ^ ^ I — N 
where 
M- TTV'T-TW- H 
Kx + R 3 L2- +* c 3 • 
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Substituting the values for Z]_ and Z2 in equation (117) results in 
\4-tW /o 
(RrJ^C.)- W l?JCx+ 1 
' [u)i'ZiCz.+ i 7 J 
w 
which expands as 
0 
(R»~ 6^igTTjr U^TH/ WM+< ^ N g g g g "/W 
(Denominator^ 1 
^ 
'/r,. MRa WMAkl-R.U P R» V.MSlgfr.+ gi\ 




In determining the phase angle of V,., it is not necessary to consider 
the common denominator, since the phase angle is the arctangent of the 
ratio of the imaginary to the real component of equation (119). 
The numerator of the real component of equation (119) reduces 
to 
- M 
R? \t$U J +2^tR^mr ^RL iUP-j fr£+T 
(izo) 
AS 
and the numerator of the imaginary component of equation (119), ex-
clusive of j, reduces to 
R.̂ 0 + M ) ( X = ^ - ^ T O ) . H 
With suitable simplifications, the expression for the phase angle of 
equation (119) becomes 
Q=±ar\ - i (iz<z) 
or 
. J.-..-I Rt/RiO + MX-ft' ~ f £ ) fn3) 
•"*" (f-ife^l-r^^M'M. J 
In order for equation (123) to be of the form 
e=tan (f^rMJJ-sW, 
(a<0 
the following conditions must be imposed: 
[^.(^jj "[•A'SMW V j H 
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in which the first bracketed terra must equal s, and the last bracketed 
terra must equal s^. After transposing terms and clearing fractions, 
equation (125) reduces to the quadratic equation in M, 
Mz+M(-2+ 8 % J 4 ( i - 8 % z + 16ft/f^)* o. (12.6) 
The solution for M is 
M= I- 4 % , . (iv) 
By letting the ratio Ri/fyj* C ^ i - a " , 
M = \ - H- a.". (us) 
Since from equations (123) and (124), 
a"* si*. ('3 9 




(,-W) = M -j-r^ O33) 
yields 
(I 
«V ' - H-q.' 
'Ra" q-a" 
(|3+) 
and since C^R^* C2R2* C3R3 anc^ ̂ 2 = ̂ l/al'> ^ e ^°^-ow±ng equations are 
readily apparent: 
R./R, = J ^ M 
C3/C = T ^ £ - 0»« 
Cz/c3 = i ^ L (137) 
C i / c ,= a-". 03 sj 
The constant M is the fraction of one of the equal input voltages which 
appears across the output. The value of M shown in equation (132) is 
an indication of the effect of the choice of s on the magnitude of the 
output voltage. As s increases in value, M increases. In any event, 
s must be breater that 2; otherwise, the output will be zero for 3 
equal to 2 and mathematically negative for s less than 2« 
As in the L-C network, the f0 is the frequency at which 6 equals 
180°. For a value of s equal to U and using Dome's method for determin-
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ing g, the phase-shift sections of two R-C channels (one critical) 
frequency each) may be determined by the following suggested method: 
(1) Select a value for f and determine F = log, n f -' m m °10 ra 
(2) Add .328 to Fm to obtain FoB; subtract .323 from Fm to 
obtain F0^. 
(3) Determine foA and foB from the relationship 
For network A: 
(-4) Select a suitable value of R-|_̂ # (Note: R ^ partially 
determines plate load of the vacuum tube.) 
(5 R£A then equals R]/aM where a'1 equals l/(s+2) = l/6. 
(6) R3A then equals R ^ d - ^ A a " ) « R^Ci). 
(7) Determine C^, C ^ and C ^ from the relationships 
0*oA= ^Uplk' 1/R2AC2A= 1^3AC3A* 
For network B: 
(3) Employ Identical values for R-̂ JJ, R^B an(* % B J resPect3-Telyj 
as were determined for R]^, R ^ and Ro^. 
(9) Determine Ĉ -g, G^g and Ĉ g from the relationship 
^oB * ̂ l B 0 ^ ~ 1/R2BC2B " 1/^3BC3B* 
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PART II 
EXTENSION OF NETWORKS 
ANALYSIS OF TWO POLE L-G NETORK 
It was observed in the previous sections that single pole L-C 
networks and single critical frequency R-C networks can be determined 
to give identical frequency-phase characteristics* When two such net-
works form channels A and B, the relative phase difference is approxi-
mately 90° over a specified range. By increasing the value of ss 
12 
Done predicts that the variation from a 90° difference will be re-
duced. The range of operation, however, cannot be appreciably in-
creased by an increase in s. This fact may be verified qualitatively, 
at least, by observing that at f sufficiently removed from fQ, a change 
in s causes very little change in 9, indicating that the effectiveness 
of s is confined to a region close to and symmetrical (on a logarith-
mic basis) about fQ. 
As the frequency is varied from -ooto + °o , the phase angle of 
a one pole L-C network varies from 9 « 0°' to 9 = 36c 
ceivable that two networks, the phase angles of each varying from 
9 = 0° to 6= 720°, may be used as channels A and 
which will retain the approximate 90° phase difference over an in-
creased range• The extension of the original networks is based on 
this philosophy. 
12Do me, R. B., loc. cit* 
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The Z]_ impedance arm in the one pole L-C network is a special 
case of the network shown in Figure 9(b). Likewise, the Z2 impedance 
arm is a special case of the network shown in Figure 9(c). Except 
for greater complexity of structure, the same general types of im-
pedance arms are employed in the two pole L-C network as in the one 
pole network. 
A schematic diagram of the two pole L-C network is shown in 
Figure 10. By comparing the Z^ impedance arm with the illustration 
of Figure 9(b), it is seen that Z^ has two poles of impedance. The 
term "two pole" in the network description stems from this fact. 
The solution of the two pole L-C network closely parallels 
the solution of the one pole L-C network by the method of poles and 
zeros. 
The general solution of Appendix I applies. The result of 
this solution is repeated below for clarity. 
vw»vh 7 7
( * ' - ^ 03*) 
The impedance arm Z, has the Foster representation 
z, ^ -£- —tr*-pi) too) 
' c' CFWFpTT. L 
At p^pgj Z^ has a zero of impedance (or a pole of admittance), and at 
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p * p^ and p = po, Z^ has poles of impedance. 
is an identical representation of the frequency-reactance characteristics 
of this arm. C^ is the equivalent capacitance at infinite frequencies. 
Since an inductance has infinite impedance at an infinite frequency, 
reference to Figure 10 shows that 
= Ci, C 3 ^ 1 } 
C». + Ci, . 
The equivalent inductance at zero frequency is 
L - U + U . [m) 
The impedance arm Z5 may be represented as 
The zeros of impedance in Z<^ occur at the same value of p as do the poles 
of impedance in Z^. Likewise, the zero of impedance in Z]_ occurs at the 
same value of p as does the pole of impedance in Z^ This is similar 
to the single pole solution where the zero of impedance of Z2 occurred 
at the same value of p, which caused the pole of impedance in Z^. 
Should a three or higher pole L-C network be considered, the same 
equivalence would occur. Returning to Figure 10, it is seen that the 
equivalent inductance, Lp, at an infinite frequency is 
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L*, +• L-Zg 
and at zero frequency 
C* = C* + C i 3 . (i*ff) 
As before 
~Z*= R». 0*6) 
Substitution of the values of equations CU-0), (14-3) and (I46) 
in equation (139) yields 
.. . p^^tff-UCl^^p^Ff)1- , , 
vi. - *> U/R3. ( p ^ ) ( p pl)(p^} p ( 1 ^ 
+ pHpL- pi) + UCi(^ P?)y-p£) * 
In the solution for the one pole L-C network by the method of 
zeros and poles, it is seen that 
4-R3
z - U/Ci M 
where Lg is the equivalent inductance of Z2 and C^ the equivalent 
capacitance of Z]_ at an infinite frequency. The same analogy is 
utilized in the two pole case. By letting 
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the expression for output voltage becomes 
w v, W-r^-^(wfa'r>T AS0} v^ = , 3 ^ 3 C , ( P ^ ) ( P ^ ) ( P ^ ) P + **OJ 
pHf-?t}^ H ^.V-f.W-ftT. 
By noting that the numerator of equation (150) contains no imaginary 
terms and that the first expression of the denominator embraces all 
the imaginary terms, the negative of the phase angle of Vo, is obtained 
by using the reciprocal of equation (150) and evaluating -9 as the arc-
tangent of the ratio of the imaginary portion to the real portion. 
There results 
0 _ w ^ ^ P V ^ ) ( ^ - P Q f | J 7 ) 
and 
A W -^^WJfr-itHp*-!*) (iS7\ 
^•JW^^SFPW)1 . ' 
iting ju>*p, juL*p1, etc., in equation (152) and rearranging 
terms, © becomes 
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i -i J + (>)» (tv.X * t + " f t j •*• <*£ <•) - m ^ * < ) (/ \ 
^ W V^-OJ4 (2^+2^^^^^^^] ̂l «* 
- UP- (ZwM1- + l ^ W ) + ** W3* ] -





— JwWwWfl if-uf^r"**)*^ 
[»w*+ ̂  W<| y _ j — W ^ 
(m) 
W ^ * 
V 




( ^ ) 
lettingk^ be the geometric mean betweenW^ andW- (w2a^1^3^ an(^ clear-
ing fractions, the egression for 0 becomes 
r 
9= tan"1 * r^-to^fr^} W j - s^v£ fax-u£ J*" \ ^ ' 
fU/<- i d ^ V f W*- + U^l] 
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By substituting the relationship ws S'H'f, 
( [fSWfi'j) 
and since f slO5", 
, ^(10^-10^) 
e = L a " 1 n o ^ - i o ^ ^ , ^ ^ I O ^ I - s 1 . l ^ f t i o T W ^ T 
L ""lo^o^lio^-n 
It is seen that f2 occupies somewhat the same position in equation 
(157) as does fQ in equation (34) • Should the points represented 
by f^ and fj be equal to f2 equation (157) will reduce to equation 
(34-) > with f2 in place of fQ. 
DETERMINATION OF S FOR TWO POLE L-C NETWORK 
If equations (156) through (15S) are to be useful, a suitable 
value of s must be selected such that the straight portion of the 
log]_Qf versus 9 curve extends over a wide frequency range. SinceWp 
is the geometric mean betweenk)^ a n d ^ , f„ is the geometric mean 
between f^ and fy. According to the previously developed relations, 
2F2» *i+F3. At F equal to -e0, Flt F2, F3 or+do , 9 equals tan
-1 0, 
As F progresses from -oato-f-oo, 9 varies from 0° to 720°, and F-j_, F2 
and F3 are those values of F at which 9 equals 130°, 360° and 54.0°, 
respectively. A straight line drawn between 9 equal to 180° at Fj 
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and 540° at F3 passes through 0 equal to 360° at F2. The slope of the 
straight line is 180/(F2-Fj_) degrees per unit of F. The straight line 
passes through 270° and-450° at F * (F1+F2V2 and F=(F2f^3)/2, 
respectively. Should it be possible to determine the constants of 
equation (158) such that 9 equals the above values in degrees at the 
corresponding F's for the straight line, at least five points would be 
secured to yield an average slope line. There would be no assurance, 
however, that any other points on the curve would coincide with points 
on the average slope line. The principal object is to determine a 
value of F]_ and F3, together with a reasonable value of s, such that 
the actual deviation from the desired slope line is within allowable 
limits. 
If the curve of F versus 9 is to pass through the points 
(fal+F2)/2,-270°)
 and l(F2+F3)/2>"450°) 9 tan 9 m s t b e infinite at 
F - (F1+-F2)/2 and F* F2+F3V2. To satisfy these conditions, the de-
nominator of 
. f *s( /0^- IOF*3 F*) 1 r«ri 
idnHpo^-K^i(r2y 10̂ 1 -s^o^y^r t u 
L J [ I O ^ I O 1 ™ ^ ^ lo-^J 
must equal zero at Y^^^Y^j/Z and F=(F2+Fo)/2. Then 
(\0%4*«fi\<r*\if*) =s-\oF*F\\&F- \o^) (160) 
and 
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(IO^ICT^O^+IO^; , , 
iowoo--io^; . u ' 
For values of Fj_ and F^ such that (F3-F2), (F2-F1) • 1, s is in the 
order of 30. A spacing of #9 units of F is used in the final calcu-
lated and experimental networks in order to reduce the value of s. 
On the basis that 
F? - Fz= - s ; F*3 F^-9 (16*) 
r F [ =.9 j F ; = F , - . 9 , (163) 
at 
— z — H 
the expression for F becomes 
F= F i - -45 . (iftj 
After substituting the F from equation (165), F^ from equation (163) 
and F3 from equation (162) in equation (161), s becomes 
_ 0 QH^-l.a_,^-.9^-.8 l o^-.S4,^.e | O^ 
I0^'***(»d^-^. \ox*) \ ^ J 
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By multiplying the numerator and denominator of equation (166) by 
lo("^2*2*7), there results 
(lO*-) - !(?*•«+ IP"7) (lbba) 
from which 
S2-- ^33.300. (i«.7) 
Appendix III lists the calculated values of 8 determined by 
(15S) with s*22.345, s2*499.300, 1^*1.1, F2-2.0, F3*2.9. 
The maximum difference between the calculated values of © and the 
values of 9 for the ideal slope line is 1.25° between F-1 and FJ?3. 
Since a curve of F (or log^Qf) versus 9 may be laterally transposed 
and centered on other values of Fg* the data of Appendix III is used to 
plot the phase curves of Figure 13 and the error curves of Figure 14* 
$2ji anti ^2B (also f ^ and f^) are determined in the same 
general fashion for two pole L-C networks as F0£ and F0g were determined 
for the one pole L-C networks or the one critical frequency R-C net-
works. The average slope line derived from the spacing of F^, F2 and 
Fo determines the spacing of F ^ and Fgg. For 
F*-R. - .3 (its) 
Fz-F", - -9 3 (\GS) 
. o o -j u nrrm J s • . 
1 
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the average slope becomes 
I 8 0 r 2 00° per unit of F . (l7o) 
At Fjfl, the average slope line of network A passes through 6^*405°, 
while the average slope line of network B passes through &Q~ 315°* 
The difference between 8^ and 6g is the required 90° difference* 




determine g as 
3 X%5 M 
where g equals the difference, in units of F, between FM and either 
F ^ or Fgg. Once an Fy corresponding to the logarithm of the center 
frequency is selected, 
F*A = FM - >M-5 07 3) 
Fa-e= FM + -^25"' (17*) 
The curves of Figures 13 and 14- illustrate the frequency-phase 
and error characteristics of the two channels, A and B, of a two pole 
L-C system. With s equal to 22,345, g equal to .225 and fM equal to 
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900 cycles per second, the calculated maximum deviation from a 90° 
phase difference is ±2.2° over a frequency range from JJ+S to 5600 
cycles per second. Over the frequency range from 98 to 3600 cycles 
per second the calculated maximum deviation is±5°» 
Should it be desired to obtain a pair of two pole L-C networks 
having phase characteristics similar to those shown in Figure 13, the 
following procedure is suggested: 
(1) Select a value for fM and determine FM-log]_QTM 
(2) Add .225 to FM to obtain F^; subtract #225 from FM to 
obtain F^. 
(3) Add ,9 to F ^ to obtain F34J subtract .9 from F ^ "to ob-
tain F]^. 
(A) Add ,9 to Fgg to obtain F^B; subtract ,9 from F ^ to ob-
tain F}£, 
(5) Determine fj^, f^, f^, f^g, f^, fog from relationship 
10?= f. 
(6) Determine ̂ 2AJ1*,2A*U'3A> ̂ IB'W2B,U)3B ?rom relationship 
w-2T<f. 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
(7) Determine p ^ , p ^ , p^A, p-^, p ^ , p^g from relation-
ship p* j«. 
For Channel A: 
(8) Select a sui table value for R ^ , 
(9) Determine C^. (equivalent capacitance of impedance arm Z-̂  
in channel A a t an i n f in i t e frequency) such that 
c l s V 2 S ^ R 3 A or Cx= l/44.696^AR3A. 
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(10) Determine Lp. (equivalent inductance of impedance arm Z2 
in channel A at an infinite frequency) such that 
2 
L2A=4R3AC1A' 
(11) Employ impedance reduction methods on 
Z-LA* (p/C1A)(p
2-p|A)/(p
2-p^)(pa-P3A) to obtain the circuit 
constants of the Ẑ_ impedance arm of channel A. 
(12) Employ impedance reduction methods on 
Z2A~ (L2A/p^p - plA^ p "p3A^/^p -p2A^ t o o b t a l n t h e circuit 
constants of Z2 impedance arm of channel A, 
For Channel B: 
(13) Repeat steps (8) through (12) as applicable to channel B. 
R-C NETWORK WITH THREE CRITICAL FREQUENCIES - FIRST F0RT.1 
It was pointed out earlier that an R-C network is more practical 
than the L-C type. A direct correspondence between the one pole L-C 
network and the R-C network with one critical frequency was realized 
in a previous analysis. Identical equations for 9 were obtained in 
either case. The one possible disadvantage of the R-C network is the 
attenuation encountered. However, attenuation may be overcome by 
amplification. 
The R-C network shown in Figure 11 is a resistance analog 
of the two pole L-C network. An attempt will be made to determine 
under what conditions the frequency-phase characteristics of the net-
work of Figure 11 are identical to those of the two pole L-C network. 
It can be shown that the impedance arms of the R-C network of 
Figure 11 may be represented as 
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~? _ Ri (pt^c,)(p + 4)oz) A 7 5 ) 
^ • - — (p+ftjjt) v 
^ 2 C*, (p+Wo.)(P+UJ°*) 
I (F4u^) j 
z,= 3 Cj (J9+ Woi)Zp+ W<>2) 
where R-̂ , Cg and C? are the equivalent resistance and capacitances of 
13 
Zj, Zj and Zj, respectively, at infinite frequencies. In addition, 
( J ° '~ Ric,C,OI
 r R lo iC2o| ~ R3o| C3ol O?
8) 
****** r, " IT"1? =~R_Lr ^79) 
andw2 equals some specified dO between60Q. andW02 such that 
U , < ^ ^ « . (18°) 
It should be noted thatc^, andOX2 are not specified as being equal 
to the 6^ and61)3 of the two pole L-C network. 6>, and (4, in the two 
pole L-C network, are proportional to the frequencies at which 6 equals 
130° and 540°, respectively, tc^ andO^ also are values of GJ at which 
13 
HBode, H. W., op. cit., pp. 214-216. 
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poles and zeros of impedance occur. The Z_ impedance arm of the R-C 
network, shown in Figure 11, has a pole of impedance only at zero 
frequency. No true zero of impedance exists for this arm. On the 
other hand, the Z 2 and Z3 impedance arms have zeros of impedance only 
at infinite frequency, but have no true poles of impedance. However, 
in accordance with the definition of a critical frequency, there are 
three critical frequencies associated with each of the impedances 
^1> ^2 o r ^3 °*" Fig111*6 11. As a specific example, the Zj impedance 
arm has critical frequencies when the voltage drops across each element 
of the Rio, C 101 series combination are equal, when the voltage drops 
across each element of the R)0» Ci©a. series combination are equal and 
when the absolute value of the reactive component of the entire Z]_ im-
pedance equals the resistive component. The critical frequencies are 
proportional t o t ^ ^ a ^ andk^ i n the order given. 
By substituting the values of Z-̂ , %2 and Z3 from equations (175) 
through (177) in equation (139), the following relationship is obtained: 
V3*
a MV^ 
r% (p+to^iXp+u/w) I (p-t-^z)  
p (p + UiO Cz (p+^o.)(p+-^oi) 
R, (p+ (jQcypjUoQ ( M tP* UJQ 
Q? ' (p + wz) C2' (p- H.)(p+ l%) 
(18/) 
The M in the above equation is 
M =
 QL * C. 0«J 
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and occupies the same position in equation (lSl) as 
M^ 
C 
U + &S 
(183) 
in equation (117), 
After substituting jttfsp, clearing fractions and rearranging 
terms, equation (181) reduces to 
l((f-t^-*ft&.t(te&)+ (Z.^~ -4 fl)^,^ 
VM 
hj(J- Iu&k**hfatf2**&tf1mt$ +(j 
6J3 O/6L£ 
R i C RiC 
3Y " " j y 
I 
[(tot u>M> WX+ * <&) • ^ : : f ^ ~ *•**» " 4 ] 
Lj [jf-2. wU, -Zu?(*i+2*^^J&*V^W- M ) ( | ^ - jjg)J j 
({84) 
The phase angle of V~, is the angle of the coefficient of MV-jj in 
equation (1S4). By following the previously adopted convention of 
making i*} the geometric mean between k ^ and ̂ 02' ^ ^s P°ssiDle *° 
state 
0Jo = O)0i W02l (185) 
and make appropriate substitutions as desired. The phase angle, 9, 
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of VQ/ is obtained by rationalizing the coefficient of MV^3 in equation 
(1S4-) and finding the arctangent of the ratio of the coefficient of 
the imaginary to the real component. There results 
{ ^^^jf^W^^^^K-H^*^)] 
+iJu>^Jl+<Ao>l+(>i<>&+'io£- %\ (ut,+wfcjjj - cjoiQ 
Q*t«ri 
_i 
p - a>6[8w: t z ^ + Z u ^ - x ^ - O - M J J f w ^ 
4 8o£ (tt£, + «Ji) - ^ Y ^ (I - M)(\*io, •»ML) + 
(uJol + wk) - f | ^ | - W(HVl )J^ f84+4e 
2 w>ol - * £ (I-M)]+ wn _ F_M + 
H&G 









Equation (153) for the phase angle of the two pole L-C network becomes 
G=W -1 
ZS (VaJz- tfaix (w*+ w* 4 <*£) +-
UJ3 ^ {y>r wl+u>?<J?+ u£w* ) ~ad* (k£) 
[ c u 8 - a ) f c ( ^ + 2 a J ) 4 W ^ ^ + fcu2 f w * ) 
- UJZ( W u J 3
a + 2 ^ 0 1 * ) 4- u*V,v ] 
-S* ( W ^ i - l ^ ^ + W*U\') 
2 
rhen l/2cSt^Q-^ and W^W, are replaced by their equivalents, s and^^, 
respectively. By equating like terms of equations (186) and (l&7), 
((87) 
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the conditions under which equation (186) represents the desired © are 
determined. It is immediately seen that 
s = 0 + M) ,m) 
Squaring equation (188) yields 
**_ 0 + M ) ' (|89) 
From the denominators of equations (186) and (187), it is apparent that 
S 
r f M | 2(l-M)/a)o,t^\4AA«mji
x l (|95) 
Equating the right hand members of equations (189) and (190) provides 
M ~ I- R|Ci(C*)e, + 0Joi.). 031) 
By substituting the above value of M in the coefficient of the firsts 
term of the denominator in equation (186) and equating the result to 
the corresponding term of equation (187), it is seen that 
(A + *£ - W ^ ^ H * ^ %****) (j*} 
This expression also equates the coefficients of the corresponding Co 
3 2 
andCO terms of the numerators and the coefficients of thecO terms of 
8 7 
the denominators. The coefficients of the6J , W , andfcd̂  terms in 
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each equation are directly equal• The derived term for s^ in equation 
r\ 
(190) has the same coefficient in equation (136) as s in equation 
(187)* A direct equivalence has thus been established between all 
terms of equations (186) and (137), with the exception of the first 
$ term in the denominators, 
The coefficient of theu> term of equation (187) may be ex-
pressed as 
frtf-fcWt •*)• K«».T+2^. 03) 
By substituting for (O£LJ~) its value from equation (192) and letting 
2 
U ^ ^ Q - ^ Q O J there results 
(Ujf+Wj)l+ ^ = XXJ r̂- 32^ i ( ^ i f ^ 
+ | f cu£ (tA»i+ t^oi)*+ 8 " C (tA^oi + »̂o\) - S^^>0^ 
+ (Oloi + «**>*). (l-^J 
By substituting the value of M determined by equation (191), in the 
coefficient of the (^ term of equation (186), thetJ coefficient becomes 
2.0iM.4--U u>z3(uJ01+w01)- ^ \ + '
6 i ^ " (^.+Ht) 
+ Soot ((Jo* + w0t) - 8
 WJ. (uJo. + uJ01.} ( u£, + oJ0\ ) (is?) 
+ (ujoi + UJozJ. 
I t i s apparent tha t the r igh t side of formula (194) and expression (195) 
are equal i f 
n 
or 
( w ^ u ^ - - ^ . 0s7) 
The conditions for complete equivalence between equations (136) and 
(137) may now be grouped as follows: 
M = £* (198) 
s* o + M ) cm) 
M= l-^R.CzC^oi + W " ) (200) 
(6Jo>uJozj-(/(A.(aJo, + ^ ) + ^ teMJ (*°') 
On the surface, it appears that equivalence may be obtained, M is 
identical to the expression for the M of the R-C network with one 
critical frequency. The parameter s for the single critical frequen-
cy case is 
s--iTr(>H=^Wlw) H 
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which bears a resemblance to the s of equation (199). The M of the 
one critical frequency R-C network is equal to 
NA= 1 -4 - R , / R ^ = I- H R* c ^ ' (?-0M) 
which has a similar form to the M in equation (200). However, when 
the value of (̂ 01̂ 02'' i n e1ua"ti°n (197) is substituted in equation 
(200), M becomes 
^'-wr-1- W 
This condition requires that either C2 be negative and less than C3, 
or that G3 be negative and greater in absolute value than C2. Either 
condition is incompatible with the solution desired, since only 
positive circuit elements are to be used. Thus, a solution of the 
R-C network of Figure 11 is mathematically possible, but physically 
impractical. 
From a comparison of the two pole L-C network, which provided 
the desired phase characteristics, and the R-C network just considered, 
it is deduced that a successful R-C network must possess the same de-
gree of isolation between phase shift parameters as is provided by the 
distinct poles and zeros of the impedance arms in the two pole L-C 
network. This isolation is not provided by the circuit of Figure 11. 
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ISOLATED TYPE OF R-C NETWORK WITH THREE CRITICAL FREQUENCIES 
The obvious conclusion which is drawn from the mathematical re-
sults of the previous section is that an extended R-C type of network 
requires some form of isolation within the network. Dome's second 
network suggests a means for isolation by employing a vacuum tube be-
tween sets of circuit elements. It is shown in this section that two 
R-C networks, each with one critical frequency, may be combined by 
using a vacuum tube as both the isolating device and the connecting 
link between the two networks. The characteristics of the two R-C 
networks are chosen with a different end in view than was sought when 
this type of network was first analyzed. No attempt is made to fit 
the frequency-phase curves to an average slope line. Rather, the 
method of attack in this section is to determine the individual 
characteristics of two networks, such that the combined effect 
duplicates the frequency-phase characteristics of a two pole L-C net-
work. The term "three critical frequencies" is retained in describ-
ing the complete combination of the two R-C networks and the vacuum 
tube. 
The phase angle expression, equation (137), of the two pole 
L-C network may be rearranged as 






^[ (Sw^wt+CS^V^s * (Stt^ujfw* ] _ 
cu[O0"'j?  




when the substitutionk>£= ̂ 1^2 i s made* 
The total phase angle derived from two single critical frequency 
R-C networks coupled by a vacuum tube, as shown in Figure 12, is 
e= e , + e , -taw f ( w 4_Z w W4<)-j ;v^) 
+t a« (107) 
i ©j, s^ andt>Q̂ , are the phase angle, the j s and theW at 
which ©i equals 180°, respectively, of network 1, and where the subscript 
2 refers to the similar values of network 2, 
.15 One form of the sum of two arctangents is' 
tan"1 jm 4 tav\V - t a w 
- 1 / J^ + V 
i - M-V 
15. Hudson, R. G., op. c i t . , p. 12. 
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By applying equation (208) to equation (207), the expression for the 
total phase angle, when expanded and regrouped, becomes 
^ [ o o ^ o J o t + S ^ z ) * CJff(2S,oJ0)u4^ 25^(^1 u^^-f 5,0^1 
+ Sa^oz + S^aJbi U)024- s»S* M > I ^ ) 4 - ^ 5 » « M D I * & 
+ S^Wbi <**«.+2S|ft£k>©\ +2s2k£i c A 4-^Sz^t t col* - f 
. ^ f t l - ^ ^ t ^ u f t ) ] ^ 
lfo&<+«Lnsi«»(AA<>k+««l<«4)+ \ 
+Wo. 0>£ | - { U ) ' f S * « £ + S^WozJ- l»»*(jf S,1 « £ ^ o \ 
+ (^[sfalS ufcl +s£ufe?u£l| +/as,? Jw'ccfci we 
-a>H(«A»?«** + «*J.iH*) + UJXUJ?, ( J .O J 
If equation (209; is to be of the required form, represented by 
equation (206), the coefficients ofco and the constant terms of 
equation (209) must equal the corresponding terms of equation (206). 
In equation (206),U)9 is the geometric mean between £d_ andW«. 
4- 4 
Comparison of the constant term, ̂ olf^o?' °^ ̂ e denominator °f 
g 




Equality between thefcJ coefficients of the numerators is expressed as 
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£ ^ = SxVoi + Sl^oz (-2-") 
Subst i tu t ion of condition (210) in the^O coeff icient of equation (209) 
and equating the r e s u l t to the CO coefficient of equation (206) yie lds 
So;*. r SL^OI -h S, ojoz. H 
In order for equation (212) to be reconciled with equation (211), the 
relationship 
S = S: 0LIJ) 
and 
^ = (u>o,+-iA*) M 
must apply. 
One possible location of £*>01 and<- 0̂2 with respect tot*^,**^ 
2 
and to, is at**>2» making CO^Cc^," ̂ 2 •• Although the resulting phase-shift 
angle progresses from 0° to 720°, the frequency-phase angle character-
istics are not an improvement over the characteristics of a single 
critical frequency network. At any particular frequency, the phase 
angle is merely doubled, thereby indicating that**^ is not the desired 
location forUJ^ and^Q2« Atk)^, the phase angle of the output voltage 
of the two pole L-C network is 130°. Since either ©^ or 83 is greater 
so 
than zero in the region under consideration, and since the sum of 0^ 
and &2 is to De equal to 130° atCo^, both 9^ and 92
 are less than 1&°° 
attO^, Therefore, the w"s at which 9-̂  and 9« separately equal 180° are 
greater thanCO^* In a similar manner, it may be shown that them's at 
which 9]_ and 9 2 separately equal ISO
0 are less thanCd^, This, together 
2 
with the relationship O^tC^tu^, placesWQ- between UJ_ a n d ^ and UJ~2 
between ô j andu^. On a logarithmic basis,^gi an^ ̂ 02 are synroratoical-
ly placed with respect to^o* 
2 2 2 
By noting that s-|_S2 a s^» s> sxidC^Q^u^2sf^2* ^ e -̂as^ two terms 
in braces in the denominator of equation (209) may be regrouped as 
wfcJs, C^o,+o^f- z w V Is, (<A>.+ w«0"f 
- of t>>? \s,(»>o> 4 iA»] \ {*&) 
By virtue of s-j_=? s2i equation (212) reduces to 
S,(u)o,4U30z) = ^ ; (tOpj+Hi)*
Su)* k<fc) 
After substitution of the left member of equation (216), equation (215) 
reduces to 
s l(wV- zuiV + ̂ wtJ (zn 
which is identical to the last term in the denominator of equation (206) 
The coefficient of the remainingU) term in equation (209) when 
equated to the corresponding term in equation (206) yields 
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uC + W<£ + 5?afe mStf£ C2-' 5J 
which is consistent wit} the relative magnitudes of^0-i andu>„2 with 
respect toto-̂  andcu,. By employing the relationship of equation (213), 
2 
the coefficient of the remaining^ term in the denominator of 
equation (209) reduces to the corresponding coefficient of equation 
o 
(206). By rearranging terms and substituting S2= sj_ and ̂ i 0 ^ " U*2» 
the coefficient of theCJ term in the numerator of equation (209) is 
factored to yield 
S, (u>o. + u W ) (u>«! + Wot 4-S ,V£)-1-S, {(%• "W) ̂  (Z («) 
By substituting in expression (219), the relations of equations (216) 
and (213), expression (219) becomes 
(Sbk) «>i*+ (SwJ u£ + ( S ^ u f (i*o) 
which is identical to the corresponding term of equation (206). The 
coefficients of theuK terms in the numerators of equations (206) and 
r o 
(209) are equal to the coefficients of the^ terms multiplied byW 2, 
Hence, expression (220) applies equally well for these terms, and the 
desired correspondence is established. 
By substituting s2» s-.
 a n d £0oitJ02= ̂ 2 i n ^ e coefficient in 
and rearranging terms, the vJ 
coefficient becomes 
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(iU^loi + SiU*)** l*! M 
and, by equation (218), equals 
htf +• (/J}2")%- 2 wj (222) 
which is identical to the coefficient of the to term in the denominator 
of equation (206), All coefficients of Co and all constant terms in 
equation (209) are now equated to the corresponding terms in equation 
(206), under the following conditions: 
u)01UW = Wv (vi3) 
Si- Sz (M-1*) 
S1(u)o1v^)=Stul;sr-s(-^^) fr**) 
(uC t^) = ui*-f u£ - s,1 < . (X*6) 
It is thus seen that with suitable restrictions placed on the 
circuit elements, two R-C networks with one critical frequency each 
may be combined to yield identical frequency-phase characteristics 
as were obtained with the two pole L-C network. 
The parameter s^ is an important factor in predicting the be-
havior of each one critical frequency R-G network. It is noted that 
the parameter Sj_ of equation (225) is the s of each one critical 





e= e, + ez - -i8o° (w) 
e, *-©* -180° (ne) 
_e,* ez + >e°e M 
tan(-e,)=-tcme ( =-tav^G^. H 
The expressions for -tan ©^ and tan ©2 a t ^ as determined from equation 
(207) are equated in the following manner: 
as.C^H.-^oi) zsa fmVi -m^ ) , \ 
~^2wMT^Sftftf t) ' (u>«-2u>\i&* Hi J -£0A»A). V ' 
By using the relation S]_cr S2, combining and rearranging terms, equation 
(231) becomes 
OJ,7(U>oi+ Wol) -fcT (udoj +U)o* + 2 L U 0 , tiV-Zw„a>oi 
+ S,2oC u^ + S,\>01 w j ) + lA
3 (<A>1 <*4* + **>/ We* -f-
JlouotW?. - f - ' i ^ ^ol +• 5 '*W UJ^"1' S? <*£"&.) 
-U>i(\»»*uli + uJi'^ol ) = 0 . (%Z\x) 
By direct expansion, 
&4 
(0„+**if = (0Jb*t3ui^+^<+ 0&). 3̂2.) 
From equation (216), 
{O1M+•**)»» (J jSi }* (*33) 
After combining equations (232) and (233), 
A 
By subst i tu t ing for swj/s^ i t s value ((*Jbif^2^ a n d rearranging terms, 
equation (234-) reduces to 
2 
By using the re la t ionship OJ cu* s to where desired and subs t i tu t ing 
for ( ^ T ^ K U ^ ^ t s va^-ue C^110111 equation (235) above) in equation (231a), 
the following equation inOi-. i s obtained: 
JM?)-®M (s>~r ^ ^ 4 | ^ 
V 5, / \ 3i / ^ 3 6 ) 
. 2 





Solution of equation (237) reveals that 
i. j _ / 6Ji + w,. 






I / W.V toj-
4 iH^/ 
-tfS* (5135) 
The corresponding equations in terms of frequency are 
s>4 ftMf&Fw 
and 
S," ^> i f i ^ f*Hl) 
In terras of F, s, i s 
c^-J- fei^Li 
1 2. V IOF ,*F l if 1 , 0 R * * 
-4 5* (2142.) 
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and ST i s 
, . .lo -̂nd-
|0F,+ri 
^ « * W AN,) 
V 
10 Fi + F x 
The i. sign in the above equations allows a choice in the value of s^. 
However, consideration of equation (132) indicates that the larger 
value of s1 results in less attenuation per phase-shift section. 
The solutions for w Q 1 andWQ2, fQ1 and fQ2 or FQ1 and F02 in 
terms of s and 6J , f or F follow. Combining conditions (223) and 
(225) results in 
S ^ = S ' 1 ^ + 5 ' ^ (1HH) 
which may be arranged as the quadratic equation in^no 
OJ0\(S.) - i * * (S%)4MfcN 0 (2.^j 
from which 
Zs, 
A similar development for W m yields 
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from which it is deduced that 
Odct - 0>x 
iPoz - ^ k 





Other variations of equations (248) and (249) are 
and 




Fo, - F.^Ar2^^ 





k - f^'^V^) M 
(ui) 
(252) 
It has been demonstrated that a three critical frequency R-C 
network may be developed to yield the same frequency-phase character-
isties as a two pole L-C network, provided that each individual one 
critical frequency R-C network has a value of s equal to the s-, de-
termined by any of equations (238) through (243). The critical 
frequency, fQ1, of the first one critical frequency R-C network is 
determined by equation (250), while equation (251) determines the 
critical frequency, f02> of the second* 
A suggested method for evaluating the circuit constants for 
channels A and B is given below. 
(1) Select a value for fM and determine %-
logT_r>%» 
(2) Add .225 to FM to obtain F^; subtract .225 from FM to 
obtain F^. 
(3) Add .9 to F ^ to obtain F^; subtract .9 from F ^ to 
obtain F^. 
(4) Add »9 to F2B to obtain F^g; subtract ,9 from F2B to 
obtain F^g. 
(5) Determine f^, f^, f^, f^, f^o* fog from the relation-
ship 10*"=: f, 
(6) Determine s^ for each individual one critical frequency 
network from either formula (239), (241) or (243). For 
the given conditions, s* 22.345, 3-,= 7.499* 
For Channel A: 
(7) Determine f0i&j *02A
 f r o m f°™ulae (250) and (251), 
respectively. 
For first single critical frequency R-C network of Channel A: 
(8) Select a suitable value of Ri^oi* 
(9) R2A01 t h e n e cl u a l s RlA0l/a"' w h e r e a"' equals l/%i+-2). 
(10) 
R3A01 t h e n e t l u a l s ^ O l ^ 1 " ^ " ' A a ' " )« 
(11) Determine C - ^ Q ^ , C ^ Q I J an (* ^3A01 ^ r o m ^ n e r e l a t i o n s h i p s 
^ Z i O l ' ^ l A O ^ U O l ~1 /k2A01C2A01= 1^ l3A01C3A01-
For second s i n g l e c r i t i c a l frequency R-C network of Channel A: 
(12) Let RiA02*RU01> R2A02= R2A01> R3A02= R3A01* 
(13) Determine C I A 0 2 * ^2A02 anc* ^3^02 from the r e l a t i o n s h i p 
W2A02 - ^ l A t ^ l A C E s 1A2A02C2A02 S 1A3A02C3A02* 
For Channel B: 
(14.) Determine f"2B01 a n ^ ^2B02 ?Tom formulae (250) and (251) , 
r e s p e c t i v e l y , 
For f i r s t s i n g l e c r i t i c a l frequency R-C network of Channel B: 
(15) Let R ^ o ! ^ RiA01» R2B01~ R2A01> R3B01~R3A01 -
(16) Determine C^JQOIJ ^2B01 a n a ^3B01 ^om t he r e l a t i o n s h i p 
CO2BOI = l / fclB01 c lB01~ 1 /^2B01C2B01" 1 / a3B01 c3B01* 
For second s i n g l e c r i t i c a l frequency R-C network of Channel B: 
(17) Let RiB02"RlA01> R2B02~ R2A01> R3B02~R3A01* 
(18) Determine C2302, C2B02 a n d C3B02 f r o i n ^ h e r e l a t i o n s h i p s 
^ 0 2 * 1 / a lB02 C 1302 = r l^ l2B02C2B02 * 1^R3B02G3B02* 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experimental portion of this paper is presented to verify 
the validity of the mathematical calculations. The cirait employed 
for channels A and B is shown schematically in Figure 15- The ac-
companying list of parts for the circuit is given in Appendix IV, 
The voltage sources for each phase-shift section are obtained 
from the voltage drops across equal plate and cathode resistors. A 
shunt-feed arrangement permits each of these resistors to be con-
nected to a common ground point. Potentiometers R^, R-w, R23, and R31 
are provided for adjustment of the driving voltages. At the input to 
each channel, potentiometers R^ and R£l control the relative level of 
the applied signals. The plate supply for each tube is obtained by a 
shunt-feed filter arrangement. A typical combination is shown by R9, 
R-^Q and G/. It was found that the filter R^QC/ decreased inter-
action between the signals in each section by preventing signals from 
passing through the common plate supply. Condenser, Cg, also provides 
a bypass across the plate supply. The phase-shift sections are 
identical to those previously discussed under the three critical 
frequency R-C network. The circuit constants were evaluated accord-
ing to the suggested procedure of the preceding section. A center 
frequency (fjyj) of 900 cycles per second and a value of R^Ol eclual *° 
20,000 ohms were chosen. It was found necessary to shield each phase-
shift section from body capacity and stray 60 cycle interference. 
The relative phase angle between two voltages was determined 
by applying the voltages to the horizontal and vertical channels of 




CHANNEL A R, 
R|A«»|CiA»| 
R. 





L lST OF PARTS IS CONTAINED IN APPENDIX D£ 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF TWO CHANNEL 




obtained, Terman discusses this method of phase measurement complete-
ly in the reference given below, A variable audio-frequency generator 
provided the input signal. It was found necessary to employ one stage 
of amplification between each channel and the oscilloscope. This was 
expected, since each channel has a high degree of attenuation. 
Test runs were performed on each individual phase-shift section, 
on each channel and on the two channels operating together. For the 
tests on the individual phase-shift sections and on each channel, the 
output of the circuit under test was connected directly to the input 
of an oscilloscope, and a reference voltage was applied directly from 
the signal generator to the horizontal input. In testing two channels 
together, the output of one channel was applied to the vertical input 
of the oscilloscope, while the output of the other channel was applied 
to the horizontal input of the oscilloscope. Sufficient amplification 
could not be obtained in the horizontal channel of the oscilloscope, 
As a consequence, a resistance-coupled amplifier, compensated to yield 
constant gain over the desired range of frequencies, was used between 
the horizontal section of the oscilloscope and the channel under con-
sideration. An identical amplifier was then necessary between the 
output of the other channel and the vertical oscilloscope section in 
order to retain proper phase and polarity relationships at the 
oscilloscope terminals. The results of the phase tests on the in-
dividual channels are tabulated in Appendix V, The phase difference 
which was observed between both channels operating together remained 
Terman, F. E„, op, eit., pp. 947-949. 
very close to 90° in the frequency range from H O to 6500 cycles per 
second. The exact error was too slight to be measured by the method 
used. 
The amplitude of the output of each phase-shift section and 




The close agreement between calculated and test results indicates 
that the extended form of the R-C network is entirely practical for use 
as a producer of a 90° phase difference over a wide audio range* 
Further, since the calculated error of the extended network (Figure 12) 
is less than the calculated error of Dome's single critical frequency 
network (Figure 6), not only has the frequency range been increased, 
but the accuracy has also been improved. The methods developed in the 
previous sections may be applied successfully to effect further ex-
tensions of the frequency range, 
When a conventional amplitude modulated system is 100 percent 
modulated, two-thirds of the transmitted energy is contained in the 
carrier wave. The remaining one-third is distributed equally between 
the upper and lower sidebands. It can be shown that the entire intel-
ligence may be extracted from the carrier and one sideband. Single-
sideband transmission is accomplished by transmitting only one sideband 
and then supplying the carrier frequency wave at the receiving end. 
The main advantages of single-sideband systems are the economies of 
transmission and the conservation of space in the frequency spectrum, 
In the case of 100 percent modulation and single tone signal, a saving 
of five-sixths of the energy which would be transmitted by convention-
al methods is effected. Also, a much higher signal to noise ratio may 
be obtained with single-sideband methods. In addition, one-half of 
the spectrum space which would normally be required is conserved, thus 
allowing two single-sideband stations to operate in the frequency range 
of one conventional amplitude modulated station, 
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The above comparisons are based on the assumption that any 90 
phase difference networks employed yield exactly 90° phase difference 
with equal output voltages. A deviation in either of the above con-
ditions may cause a portion of the transmitted energy to appear in an 
unwanted sideband, 
Small errors in angle and magnitude are permissible in radio and 
power line carrier single-sideband systems. As an example, should the 
magnitude of the unwanted sideband be 5 percent of the magnitude of the 
desired sideband, the energy contained in the unwanted sideband is but 
«25 percent of the energy in the desired sideband, 
However, certain telephonic applications of single-sideband 
transmission require much closer tolerance than that cited above, 
Highly selective filter systems are frequently employed to maintain 
the tolerance. While the calculated 90±2° phase difference obtained 
from the system herein described might not be sufficiently accurate 
to replace filters, use of the 90° phase-shift system in conjunction 
with filters should materially reduce the burden on the filters, and, 
as a consequence, less filter capacity would be required. 
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APPENDIX I 




Vl3 = -V23 
z. 
z. 
The standard mesh equations for the solution of currents 1^ 
and I2 are . 
y,ssiI(z,+ z,) +1,(-z 5 ) . {m) 
vWi'̂ l + M2^), WJ 





7, +23 -Z , 
- z , z2+z3 
" Z.Zz+Z^Z^Z, fcr«) 
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Z. +"*3 V |3 
T = ^ ^ - V ' ^ Z ' + 2 Z ? ) fc7) 
2 2,+-z3 -z3 " z^+^-Zj+^-Zs ^ '
; 
- 2 , Z2+Z? 
T - T r v , 3 ( Z z ' Z | ) r25o) 
v v.3(z,-z,)Z3 y„(z2-z,) ^ 
V 4 3 ^ ,Z 2 +Z 1 Z 3 + Z Z Z 3 2 2 * + (2 , + Z l > ) * ' 
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Angle and Error Calculations for either Two Pole L-G 
or Three Critical Frequency R-C Network 
Fi* 1.1; F2~2.0; F3 = 2.9; s "22.342. 
f in F Calc. Calc. 9 Desired Error 
c.p.e. tan © in de- © in in 
grees degrees degrees 
1. 0.0 -0.476 -25.45 40.00 -65.45 
1.59 0.2 -0.836 -39.90 0.00 -39.90 
3.16 0.5 -3.484 -74.00 -60.00 -14.00 
3.98 0.6 -71.850 -89.20 -80.00 -9.20 
5.01 0.7 3.582 -105.60 -100.00 -5.60 
6*31 0.8 1.472 -124.20 -120.00 -4.20 
7.94 0.9 0.773 -142.30 -140.00 -2.30 
10.00 1.0 0.343 -161.05 -160.00 -1.05 
12.59 1.1 0.000 -180.00 -180.00 0.00 
15.85 1.2 -0.346 -199.10 -200.00 0.90 
19.95 1.3 -0.802 -218.75 -220.00 1.25 
25.12 1.4 -1.667 -239.05 -240.00 0.95 
31.62 1,5 -5.468 -259.65 -260.00 0.35 
35.48 1.55 -270.00 -270.00 0.00 
39.81 1.6 5.510 -280.30 -280.00 -0.30 
50.12 1.7 1.680 -300.75 -300.00 -0.75 
63.10 1.8 0.810 -321.00 -320.00 -1.00 
79.43 1.9 0.345 -340.95 -340.00 -0.95 
100.0 2.0 0.000 -360.00 -360.00 0.00 
125.9 2.1 -0.345 -379.05 -330.00 0.95 
158.5 2.2 -0.810 -399.00 -400.00 1.00 
199.5 2.3 -1.680 -419.25 -420.00 0.75 
251.2 2.4 -5.510 -439.70 -440.00 0.30 
281.8 2.45 -450.00 -450.00 0.00 
316.2 2.5 5.468 -460.35 -460.00 -0,35 
398.1 2.6 1.667 -480.95 -480.00 -0.95 
501.2 2.7 0.802 -501.25 -500.00 -1.25 
631.0 2.8 0.346 -520.90 -520.00 -0.90 
794.3 2.9 0.000 -500.00 -500.00 0.00 
1000. 3.0 -0.343 -558.95 -560,00 1.05 
1259. 3.1 -0.773 -577.70 -580,00 2.30 
1585. 3.2 -1.472 -595.80 -600.00 4.20 
1995. 3.3 -3.582 -614.40 -620.00 5.60 
2512. 3.4 71.850 -630.80 -640.00 9.20 
3162. 3.5 3.484 -646.OO -660.00 14.00 
6310. 3.B 0.836 -680.10 -720.00 39.90 
10000. 4.0 0,476 -694.55 -760.00 65.45 
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APPENDIX IV 
Circuit Constants for Experimental Two Channel 90 
Phase Difference System Shown in Figure 15 
Circuit Constant Value Tolerance 
R5,R13,R22,R30 100 ,lw. 1C# 
R7,R12,R15,R20,R24,R29,R32,R37 220 ,lw. ii 
R9,R10,R17,R18,R26,R27,R34,R35 10,000 ,2w. ii 
R8,Rl6,R25,R33 10,000 ,lw, tt 
RU,R19,R23,R36 5,000 ,lw. n 
R4,R21 50,000 ,lw. pot. II 
R6,RU,R23,R31 5,000 ,lw. pot. H 
C^,C5,C6,C7 8uf.,350v. n 
C8 50uf.,350v. II 
Channel A: 
R1A01,R2A02* 20,000 1% 
R2A01,R2A02* 189,130 II 
R3A01,R3A02* 260,072 n 
C1A01** ,033532uf. II 
C2A01** #004074uf. tt 
C3A01** ,002963uf. n 
C1A02** .005724-uf. n 
C2A02** ,000605uf. n 
C3A02** . 000A4-0uf. n 
Channel Bs 
R2B01,R1B02* 20,000 1% 
R2B01,R2B02* 189,180 II 
R3B01,R3B02* 260,072 II 
C1B01** .013672uf. n 
C2B01** .001445uf. tt 
C3B01** .001051uf. ii 
CIB02** ,002031uf. n 
C2B02** .000215uf. II 
C3B02** ,000156uf. tt 
* Resistors for Channels A and B were adjusted at d.c. values on a 
Wieatstone Bridge whose accuracy was 1%, 
** Condensers for Channels A and B were adjusted to have voltage drops 
equal to voltage drops across the corresponding resistors at 
critical frequency. 
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